The Physical Setting
In the north these are almost completely devoid of vege-
tation but there are occasional falls of rain and, in valleys
or the vicinities of hills, a few thorn bushes may exist
if they escape the depredations of man, The neighbour-
hood of Abu Hamed marks the limit of acacia scrub
along the wadis and this increases in quantity as we
proceed farther south* The desert extends nearly as far
south as Khartoum and nowhere within it is there any
soil, except in favoured places such as the vicinity of
the Nile or other areas that are flooded by streams. It
is essentially a region of denudation, and any fine grained
material resulting from the breaking up of the rocks is
carried away by the wind. There is not enough vegeta-
tion to retain it.
Some favoured areas are flooded naturally, but other-
wise the crops depend on artificial irrigation.    The water
must be brought from wells or rivers and put on the land*
The Bed Sea Hills, extending between the Egyptian
and Eritrean borders, mark the eastern flank of the great
Rift Valley in this part of Africa.    The Bed Sea lies in
a sunken trough flanked by hilly regions, with the Nile
behind the hills on the west and the Persian gulf behind
the hills on the east.   The watershed in the Sudan is
fairly close to the Bed Sea, and on the Arabian side also
it seems to be fairly close to the Bed Sea.   The Bed Sea
Hffla contain impressive mountains of ancient crystalline
rock rising to over 7,000 ft,, and these are to be regarded
as resulting from the gradual erosion of a table land by
the ordinary agents:   rain, streams, and perhaps wind
to a small extent.    Among these hills ate valleys, aaad
even in the north, enough water is concentrated from the
hills to  maintain thorn scrub along their floors.   The
amount of this vegetation increases towards the south
and, x*ear the Eritseara bolder ia some of the higjber valleys,
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